### Ethnicity

- Karen: 78.4%
- Karenni: 9.7%
- Burman: 4.2%
- Shan: 1.1%
- Rakhine: 0.5%
- Chin: 0.4%
- Other: 4.4%

### Notes:

1. The TBBC verified caseload includes all persons verified as living in the camps and eligible for rations, registered or not (including students). It excludes all previously verified residents now permanently out of camp. Rations are provided only to those personally attending distributions. Actual feeding figures are typically 4% lower than the caseload.

2. MOI/UNHCR figure includes registered, pending PAB and some students but excludes most new arrivals since 2005.

3. Includes Kayan.

4. Population figures for IDP camps are derived from camp committees on a monthly or quarterly basis depending on accessibility.